Features

NITOR Series
Thermal Detection Distance
Thermal camera detects humans out to 1600 meters in
all lighting conditions. Optical camera detects humans
out to 4000 meters in daytime lighting.
No blind spots
Continuous 360° Pan Rotation and 180° tilt provides
unhindered directional tasking.
Weather Resistant
IP66 compliant weather resistant design facilitates
installation in the most remote security applications,
under the harshest environmental conditions.
Triple Voltage - Low Wattage Draw
Three available voltage options, 12VDC, 24VDC and
24VAC, and substantially lower wattage draw than
other cameras, the NITOR is uniquely positioned to
accommodate off-grid solar or generator powered
remote applications.

20mm, 50mm and 65mm Thermal

Energy efficient
Un-cooled radiant heat focal plane array allows the
lowest possible power consumption.
Tough Construction
Designed to be vehicle mountable, the NITOR boasts a
heavy duty aluminum housing, scratch resistant
mineral glass lens, and industrial grade motor
assembly.
Standardized housing
The NITOR Thermal/Optical Hammerhead vandal
resistant housing is the first camera made which can
be supplied with 18x, 26x or 36x optical camera and a
thermal imager, IR infrared illuminator or VBL-LASER
illuminator utilizing a low voltage power supply.
Unparalleled Imagery
Utilizing a 36x Optical and 12x Digital high resolution
imager coupled with a mechanical infrared cut filter,
and a Thermal Imager, the NITOR generates
unparalleled optical clarity in all lighting conditions.

20mm-100mm Continuous-Zoom Thermal

Overview
WECU Surveillance.com offers an exclusive combination
thermal / optical camera solution. The NITOR Thermal
camera enables passive infrared Detection day and night
out to 1600 for humans and 4200 meters for vehicles.
Longer range thermal optics available in the NITOR-LR
models. The thermal imager displays in white hot, black
hot or the color spectrum with high contrast to easily
identify targets with in the field of view. The Sony optical
camera provides 18x, 26x or 36x optical and 12x digital
zoom for long range day and night operations. The optical
camera provides excellent low light capabilities only
needing limited light for night operations.
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